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22. Arbuthnot, F. F. and Richard Francis Burton, editors. **Ananga-Ranga; (Stage of the Bodiless One) or, the Hindu Art of Love. (Ars Amoris Indica.) Translated from the Sanskrit, and Annotated by A.F.F. & B.F.R.** Cosmopoli: for the Kama Shastra Society of London and Benares, and for Private Circulation only, 1885. index, xvi, 144p. Original vellum. 19cm. Endpapers browned. Cover rather soiled. Good. Both sets of initial for the translated are just reversed versions of each of the editor's real initials - a rather ineffectual feint toward anonymity. Penzer identifies this edition as the "third" reprint [See Penzer at pages 172-173]. [84803] $85


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Sogdian Painting: The Pictorial Epic in Oriental Art</td>
<td>Azarpay, Guitty</td>
<td>University of California, (c. 1981)</td>
<td>ills, 30 color plates (2 double-page), index, xxii, 212p. Hardcover. dj. 28cm. Fine. Pre-Islamic state in portions of what is now Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.</td>
<td>$275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>China--Tibet--Assam: A Journey 1911</td>
<td>Bailey, F. M.</td>
<td>London: Jonathan Cape, (c. 1945)</td>
<td>frontis, photos, index, 175p. Original red cloth. 20cm. Spine sloped. Former owner's name and a gift notation. No Jacket.</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>The Dalai Lama's Secret Temple: Tantric Wall Paintings from Tibet</td>
<td>Baker, Ian A.</td>
<td>London: Thames and Company, (c. 2000)</td>
<td>frontis, photos (by Thomas Laird; many in color), ills, 216p. Original red cloth. dj. 32cm. Fine.</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>The Jade Studio Masterpieces of Ming and Qing Painting and Calligraphy from the Wong Nan-p'ing Collection.</td>
<td>Barnhart, Richard M. [and many others].</td>
<td>New Haven: Yale, (c. 1994). 1st ed. ills (many in color), photo, maps, index, 307p. Original cloth. dj. 31cm. SIGNED on half-title by James Cahill who wrote one of the introductory essays. Introduction by Richard M. Barnhart. Exhibited at the Yale University Art Gallery April 9, 1993 - July 31, 1994 and later at two other American museums and at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Fine.</td>
<td>$750</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

46. Beechey, F. W. Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and Beering's Strait, to Co-operate with the Polar Expeditions: Performed in His Majesty's Ship Blossom, under the Command of Captain F. W. Beechey ... in the Years 1825, 26, 27, 28. London: Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley, 1831. 1st octavo ed. 2 vols. 3 folding maps (two rather large), 24 plates (4 double-page), xxvi, 472, iv. 452p. Modern ½ mottled leather. Trimmed when rebound (20.2cm.). Maps and plates all present but darkened with significant foxing and soiling; contents otherwise sound with only minimal foiling. Good. An important multi-year voyage that included visits to Pitcairn Island, Tahiti, Russian America (Alaska), Hawaii, the Loo Choo Islands (Okinawa and other Ryukyu Islands), etc. A quarto edition in one volume was also published in 1831. [85510] $1,000


69. **Bonvalot, Gabriel, 1853-1933.** *Through the Heart of Asia; over the Pamir to India.* London: Chapman and Hall, 1889. 1st ed. in English. 2 vols. ills, folding map, 281, x, 249p. Original bluish-green cloth. Pictorial scene on front covers. 25cm. Ex lib. (Mark Skinner Library in Manchester, Vermont). Minor remnants where spine labels were removed. Translated from the French by C. B. Pitman. [84610] $350


77. Broughton, William Robert. **A Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean in which the Coast of Asia ... the Island of Insu ... the North, South, and East Coasts of Japan, the Lieuchieux and the Adjacent Isles, as well as the Coast of Corea, hand been Examined and Surveyed. Performed in Her Majesty's Sloop Providence, and her Tender, in the Years 1795, 1796, 1797, 1798**. London: T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1804. 1st ed. 7 [of 9] plates and maps, xx, 393, [1p. list of plates], [2p. publisher's adverts.]. Recent quarterbinding. 27cm. Minor foxing (mostly on plates and maps), The large folding map facing the title-page reinforced along folds. Good but lacking the two final maps and plates: (1) "The Panoramic View of the Harbour of Napakaan; and (2) "View of the Island of Koomesang, entrance to the Harbour of F. Chousan, &c. &c. A very scarce account. Unfortunately, the former owner removed the maps from the book for display -- two maps became lost or disappeared and a third split along some of its folds (necessitating reinforcement when we had this rebound). [85347]  $3,750


80. Bunnag, Tej and Michael Smithies. **In Memoriam Phya Anuman Rajadhon: Contributions in Memory of the Late President of the Siam Society**. Bangkok: Siam Society, 1970. photos, folding maps, 397p. Softcover in original wrapper. 24cm. Light scuffing and wear. [83206]  $45


87. Burton, Richard Francis, 1821-1890. **Falconry in the Valley of the Indus.** London: John Van Voorst, 1852. 1st ed. 4 tinted litho ills (including frontis), xii, 107p. plus 8p. publisher's adverts. Rebound in later (probably early 20th century) ½ leather. 19cm. Joints scuffed and a bit tender. Marbled endpapers match marbled paper on cover. Bookplate (Burke Casari). *Burton's fourth published book. According to Casada's biobibliographical study of Burton [at page 43], "[t]he work is set in the Sind during 1845 and 1846, when Burton enjoyed many happy hours hunting with the region's accomplished falconers." 500 copies were published, attracting only modest notice. Penzer reported that copies were still available from the publisher as late as 1910.* [84669] $2,200


92. Burton, Richard Francis, 1821-1890. *Sind Revisited: with Notices of the Anglo-Indian Army; Railroads; Past, Present, and Future, Etc.* London: Richard Bentley and Son, 1877. 1st ed. index, xii, 343, iv, 331p. Rebound in later ½ leather (bound by J. Fawn & Son in Bristol (England). 20cm. Lightly scuffed. Bookseller's ticket on front endpapers (Gaston Renard). All edges marbled (presumably when rebound). Foxing on a few outer leaves. Burton's second book, published in 1851 while Burton was a military officer in Colonial India, was titled "Scinde, or the Unhappy Valley," Burton revisited Sind in 1876 and updated his thoughts and speculations about this region, now part of Pakistan, while admitting in the Preface [at page ix] that ". I have borrowed copiously, from "Scinde, or the Unhappy Valley, whatever of enduring interest was in it ....". [84659] $1,750

93. [Burton, Richard Francis, 1821-1890, and many others]. *Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society*. Bound volume containing two early issues (January, 1849 and January, 1850). Bombay: 1849, 1850. First issue: caption title, 9 plates (3 folding), errata slip, 191p. Second issue: caption title, folding map (Sketch Map showing the Position of the Mud Craters of Hinglaj), 4 plates, 148p. Original wrappers were not preserved when this volume was originally bound. Now in an attractive recent quarterbinding. 22cm. Portion of original front pastedown preserved and mounted containing the following: "Presented by Lieut. Col. St. John Bombay Army Oct 1851." The Jan. 1849 issue contains "Notes and Remarks on Dr. Dorn's Chrestomathy of the Pushtu or Affghjan Languages" (pp. 58-69) and "A Grammar of the Jataki or Belohcki Dialect" (pp. 84-125). These two articles were Burton's first appearance in print. Almost all of the corrections noted on the errata slip relate to Burton's two articles. The longest article in the January 1850 issue is "Memoir on the Cave-Temples and Monasteries, and Other Ancient Buddhist, Brahmanical, and Jaina Remains of Western India," by John Wilson (pp. 36-107). [85377] $2,500
94. [Burton, Richard Francis, 1821-1890]. Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government, No. XVII.- New Series. Part II. Memoirs on Shikarpoo; the Syuds of Roree and Bukkur; The Khyrpoor State .... Bombay: Printed for the Government at the Bombay Education Society's Press, 1855. xviii, [2], [403]-774, 78p. Attractive recent quarterbinding. 26cm. Fine. This exceedingly uncommon volume contains two early papers by Burton which he originally submitted for publication in 1847 and 1848 (and which were first published in a British Parliamentary Paper in 1854): (1) "Brief Notes Relative to the Division of Time, and Articles of Cultivation in Sind; to which Are Appended Remarks on the Modes of Intoxication in the Province" (by Burton and J. E. Stocks and found at pages 613-636); and "Notes Relative to the Population of Sind; and the Customs, Language, and Literature of the People &c. &c." (by Burton and found at pages 637-657). This volume also contains several other reports, the longest of which are "Memoir on the River Indus," by J. F. Huddle (at pages 403-540 with one folding map) and "Report on the River Indus," by John Wood (at pages 541-588 with one sketch map and a Chart of the Indus River from Mittun to Attock in five separate folding sheets. The volume also contains two other folding maps. [85372] $2,500


100. Canton Hospital (Guangzhou, China). Annual Report for the 98th Year of the Sun Yat Sen Memorial Canton Hospital Lingnan University 1932-1933. [Canton?]: Shameen Printing Press, Ltd., n.d. [1933?]. photos, 80p. Softcover in original blue wrapper. 22cm. [83795] $75
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127. Cohen, Jerome A. Chinese Legal Working Aid. n.p.: July, 1971. 226p. Photocopied in black spring bound binder. 28cm. "This is a collection of ... items pertaining to things legal in traditional China. This material was extrapolated from many sources ... No guarantee is made that the interpretations or translations are correct. Criticism or corrections of this first draft are kindly solicited and may be sent to Mr. Richard Sutherland ... The inspiration for the compilation was simply the fact that there existed no adequate working aid for those interested in the study of traditional Chinese law and legal institutions ..." [statement on first page]. [85514] $50


130. [Combe, William, 1742-1823]. *The Grand Master or Adventures of Qui Hi? In Hindostan. A Hudibrastic Poem in Eight Cantos by Quiz. Illustrated with Engravings by Rowlandson.* London: Thomas Tegg, 1816. 28 plates (27 of which are hand colored, including folding frontis and title-page), errata slip (tipped to first page of poem), viii, 252p. Old (possibly contemporary) leather. 23cm. Both covers detached. Some chipping at ends of backstrip. Bookplate (Collin Armstrong). Contents sound and clean, all tissue guards present. Good. *An epic poem poking fun at the antics of the East India Company and British efforts in India. Memorable mostly because of Rowlandson's appealing color plates.* [84772] $400


133. [Connecticut Commandery] *Register of the Connecticut Commandery of the Naval and Military Order of the Spanish-American War in the United States of America.* Hartford: 1904. photos, viii, [9]-123p. Lacks all of the original binding except the leather backstrip. 16cm. Contents sound and clean. Fair. Copy No. 15 of an edition limited to only 40 numbered copies. Compiled by Louis F. Middlebrook. Membership in the Commandery was limited to Connecticut residents who had been commissioned officers in the service of the United States during the war with Spain or in the subsequent insurrection in the Philippines prior to April 1, 1901, with right to such membership to pass on death by rules of primogeniture. A perusal of the short biographical sketches suggests that most of the members of this organization never actually served in Cuba, Puerto Rico or the Philippines. [81382] $100


135. Cooper, L. Grady. *Autograph Letter, Signed.* Two pages (written on both sides of a single sheet of American Lutheran Mission of Shantung stationery). Dated Jan. 5, 1930. Addressed to E. M. Minnick of Timberville, Virginia. Folded for mailing in a personal-sized envelope which is present (with postmark and Chinese stamp). Cooper writes mostly about activities over the Christmas holidays. Cooper mentions that an elderly Chinese in one of the outstations was distraught because his son had been kidnapped by bandits and was being held for ransom. Grady then generalizes, "China is very bad now with such people who menace the lives of their own people and everybody else. But fortunately we live in one of the best sections in China." Cooper was born near China Grove, Virginia and, after receiving his Ph.D. from The Hartford Seminary in 1927, served as a missionary in Shantung from 1928-1948 following which he taught at Newberry College in South Carolina. [85302] $125

137. Cordier, Henri. Ser Marco Polo: Notes and Addenda to Sir Henry Yule's Edition, Containing the Results of Recent Research and Discovery. London: John Murray, 1920. 1st ed. frontis, index, x, 161p. Original green cloth. dj. 24cm. Backstrip decorated with black lines and leather labels. A few small brown spots on jacket which also has some minor chipping. Small label on jacket backstrip raising price. This volume supplemented the 1903 Third edition in 2 volumes of "The Book of Ser Marco Polo, the Venetian Concerning the Kingdoms and Marvels of the East," which was translated and edited by Sir Henry Yule. [84626] $375


143. Cutting, Suydam. The Fire Ox and Other Years. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1940. 1st ed. frontis, ills, photos, map, index, xviii, 393p. Original cloth. dj. 24cm. Brown spot on top end of jacket back strip. INSCRIBED on endpaper by Cutting ("To Mr. and Mrs. Henry Islin from Suydam Cutting"). Laid in is a handwritten Christmas and New Year's card from Helen and Suydam Cutting which has a mounted illustration of the Dalai Lama as a small child. [84647] $125


[84634] $45


150. De Becker, J. E. **The Nightless City: or the "History of the Yoshiwara Yukwaku."** Yokohama: Max Nossler; London: Probsthain, n.d.. 2nd ed. [so stated on title-page; Preface to this edition dated 1905]. ills (some color, 1 folding), photos, 2 folding maps, xvi, 386p. Pictorial red cloth, with gilt lettering. Recased with new endpapers. 24cm. Jacket chipped at ends of backstrip and also at corners. Partial split at fold on folding color illustration. Cover nicely preserved and quite striking. [79131] $650


155. **Diary for 1946. China. [cover title]**. [Peiping?]: War Area Service Corps, 1946. Unpaginated [approximately 160 pages]. Thin red cloth cover. Small format diary (13cm.). Modest scuffing and wear. Unused. No jacket (probably never had one). *Appears to be intended for English-speaking military and other personnel. Starts with a few pages of information about China, the Kuomintang, the W.A.S.C., etc. followed by a daily dairy (four days to a page), a few blank pages for notes and addresses and ending with 10 pages of adverts. for various businesses in Peiping.* [85292] $250


159. Dryden, Wheeler, *editor & publisher*. **The Spider: An Amateur Magazine, No. 14 (July, 1915).** Yokohama: Printed by the Japan Gazette Co., Ltd., 1915. [1], [102]-116p. Small softcover periodical. No separate wrapper. 12cm. Light wear only. *An "Amateur Press" oddity. Dryden, who lists his mailing address as c/o Thos. Cook & Son, Bombay, India, appears to have been a member of the British Amateur Press Association. The contents of this issue are eclectic -- the longest contribution is by N. M. Bux of Hong Kong (a 3 ½ page item about his near drowning).* [83527] $48


162. Duncan, Marion H. **The Yangtze and the Yak: Adventurous Trails in and out of Tibet.** Alexandria, Va.: 1952. 1st ed. map on endpapers, photos, index, x, 353p. Orig. blue cloth. 22cm. No jacket. INSCRIBED on endpaper by Duncan ("Presented to the Ramsey Memorial Home"). We've also had this with 4 folding maps in a rear cover pocket, in addition to the map on the endpapers. This copy has no cover pocket (nor any maps other than the one on the endpapers). While we don't know whether copies with or without the maps came first, copies with the maps seem preferable. *Missionary experiences in Western China near the Tibetan border.* [83851] $40

163. _____ **SAME.** dj. Has the 4 folding maps in envelope mounted on rear endpaper. Some scribbling (orange marker on map envelope and on a corner of rear panel of jacket. SIGNED on title page by Duncan. [83855] $75


169. ____ SAME. Jacket has a few short tears and other minor wear. INSCRIBED by Edgerton in 1945. [85403] $80


173. Edwards, Ogden. Typescript about Some Experiences in the Philippines during Several Decades beginning in the 1850's. Undated. 24 pages in all of an unsigned carbon copy of typescripts, parts of which bear various titles ("Getting Started in Manila," "Some Philippine Experiences," "Through the Interior of the Philippines," "Don Juan Davila," "The Loss of the Malespina," "Horsemanship," "The Cholera," "A Journey through Java," and "Garibaldi." These anecdotal accounts appears to be unpublished as far as we could determine although some or all of them could have appeared in periodicals. Edwards was initially employed by the American Company of Peele, Hubbell & Co. when he arrived in the Philippines in 1852 and eventually became a partner and then a co-owner of that firm. He served briefly as American Consul (1855-1856) and somewhat longer as Danish Consul (1854-1860) in Manila. Edwards returned to the United States for good in 1888 after the bankruptcy of the firm in 1887. Also included are four holograph items: two four-page family letters (on a single sheet folded to form two 13 x 21cm. sheets) written from Manila by Ogden's wife Nellie to her sister-in-law "Fanny" (the first, dated April 21st, 1862, mentions her pregnancy and her wish that she could have a "truly white woman (of whatever nation) to aid me in the care of our child" and the second, dated 4th February [probably 1864], talks of her 20 month old daughter K's "fine color and firm and abundant flesh" and of "her lassie's talking power"); a somewhat difficult-to-read twelve-page letter [written on small sheets in 1858] to "Fannie" by Nellie's sister-in-law Anna Louisa Edwards; and, a Certified Memorandum of the Baptism of Ogden and Nellie's infant daughter Catherine Shepherd Edwards on Nov. 18, 1862 by Richard Croker, chaplain of the HMS Sanspareil. The University of Notre Dame owns an archive of material relating to Ogden's brother Robert who was killed in the Civil War which contains several letters sent from Manila by Ogden to his brother and other family members. [85441] $500


175. Eills, John. Safe Thoughts for Skittish Times. Tokyo: Maruzen Company, 1927. [10], 313p. Original green cloth. 16cm. Moderate scuffing and wear. Good. No jacket. INSCRIBED on endpaper ("Ishida Presented by the author April 13, 1935"). Fiction, poetry, and essays. Eills, formerly a Unitarian minister in Massachusetts, apparently came to Japan with a daughter who was in the custody of his former wife. A legal battle ensued. The former wife appears to have been unsuccessful in her attempts to have her former husband extradited to face serious charges in the U.S.A. We saw nothing in this book relating to the abduction or subsequent proceedings and found nothing online as to who was given custody of the child. [82702] $125


177. Engishiki kenkyu = Studies for the Engishiki. Vol. [or No.] 1 (1976). n.p.: 1976. 105p. (many folding). Softcover in original blue wrapper. 26cm. Japanese text; brief English summary on two unnumbered leaves at end. We don't know how often or how long this unusual periodical was published. [83075] $40


180. Fadl Allah ibn Ruzbihan, Khunji. Mikhman-name-I Bukhara: (zapiski bukharskogo gostia). Moskva: Nauka, 1976. 334, [8], 193p. Orig. black cloth. 26cm. Light scuffing and wear. No Jacket. Pamiatniki pis'mennosti Vostoka, 27. According to the English summary (1p.), this is a facsimile reproduction of one of the two extant manuscripts of this work, with notes and a partial Russian translation. $150


183. Fergusson, James. History of Indian and Eastern Architecture. London: John Murray, 1910. 2nd edition. 2 vols. frontis, ills, 2 folding maps, index, xxiii, 450, xvi, 521p. Original red cloth. djs. 23cm. Fine in only fair jackets (lacking good-sized portions of the backstrip panel and the rear panel on Vol. II has some tears and wrinkling on upper portion). The Indian Architecture portion was edited and revised by James Burgess for this edition; R. Phene Spiers edited and revised the portion on Eastern Architecture. $175

184. Fergusson, W. N. Adventure, Sport and Travel on the Tibetan Steppes. London: Constable and Company, 1911. 1st ed. frontis (portrait), photos, 2 folding maps, index, xvi, 343p. Original pictorial green cloth. 24cm. Endpapers slightly foxed. Previous owners' names on end paper. Some cover soil. Backstrip darkened. Private library numbers partially removed from backstrip. No Jacket. Top edge gilt. Based in part on the journals and reports of John Weston Brooke, who, on his second journey (with the author) through western Szechuan and eastern Tibet (1907-1908), was killed by Lolo tribesmen. $400

185. Fletcher in Hong Kong Sends an Autograph Letter to Wife Ethel in Manila. 4 pages (both sides of two sheets of letterhead stationery (United States Asiatic Fleet Destroyer Division Fourteen U.S.S. Edsall (DD219)). Dated June 26, 1938. Staining along some of the folds and some soiling and wear but sound and quite readable. Good. Fletcher tells his wife of his travels and says he will be arriving in Manila on July 15th. Of the island of Gulangyu near Amoy [now known as Xiamen], Fletcher writes: "The island of Kulangsu, 1 mile on a side, is now the residence of 60,000 additional Chinese refugees. To get to our one rendezvous, the Amoy Club, we must tramp for 15 minutes through the pack of them. Kulangsu stinks! And to think of us going back there for 12 more days!" $100


189. Foster, William, *editor. The English Factories in India.** Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1910-1923. 1st ed. Volumes. 2-11 only (of 16). Original light blue cloth. 22cm. Minor wear only. No Jackets. Volumes not numbered. *Each of these volume is actually separately titled and covers a specific time period which is listed in the title of that book (e.g. "The English Factories in India 1661-1664"). These ten volumes collectively cover 1622-1664.* [83552] $600


208. Hall, Basil. Account of a Voyage of Discovery to the West Coast of Corea, and the Great Loo-Choo Island; with an Appendix, containing Charts and Various Hydrographical and Scientific Notices. London: John Murray, 1818. 1st ed. 9 aquatint plates (8 hand-colored, including frontis), 5 maps (2 folding), 1 other uncolored plate (of Wollaston's Dip Sector), xv, [1], 222, cxxx, [72]p. Recent quarterbinding. 27cm. Foxing on illustrations. Bookplate of famed actor John Barrymore (along with a recent penciled note stating that this book was sold for $24.80 as lot B-73 at an auction in 1941 (after the actor's death). Letter (tipped in) and inscription by the author's sister Magdalene (who died in childbirth in 1823 while married to Henry Harvey). The letter and inscription appear to be to the same person, addressed in the inscription as M. Le Chevalier. We believe that the recipient was Jean Baptiste Joseph, chevalier Delambre. [84756] $5,000

209. Hall, Basil. Account of a Voyage of Discovery to the West Coast of Corea, and the Great Loo-Choo Island; with Two Charts. Philadelphia: Abraham Small, 1818. 1st Amer. ed. 2 single-page maps (preceding title-page), 201p. plus a (2) page publisher's advertisement seeking subscriptions for a proposed new edition of Willich's Domestic Encyclopaedia. Very worn original paper-covered boards. 24cm. Binding broken; what remains of the original backstrip is only fragmentary. Relatively small rectangular piece cut out of free endpaper (apparently to remove a name). Fair. [84959] $150


213. Happy Childhood, Vol. 12, No. 2. Shanghai: China Sunday School Union, n.d. [1930s?]. 20p. Softcover in original; wrapper. 25cm. Moderate scuffing and wear with some dog-earing at corners. Good. Chinese title and text (our English title appears at bottom of back cover, as does our publication information). Laid in is a printed pink slip in English offering suggestions for a Christmas Gift Service, suggesting to us that this was a Christmas issue. [85271] $65
214. Hanzawa, Shoshiro. *Topography and Geology of the Riukiu Islands*. n.p.: 1935. 61, iv(p.) plus 15 photographic plates with captioned text on interleavings and 5 unbound geological charts (in pocket). Softcover. Folio. Cover chipped and worn (also splitting at joints and lacking top half of backstrip). Folio. Title-page refers to a "chart" which appears to be missing from this copy. Poor. *Reprinted from the Science Reports of the Tôhoku Imperial University, Second Series (Geology), Vol. XVII. Laid in is a wrinkled copy of Geological History of the Ryukyu Islands by the same author which is an offprint from the Proceedings of the Imperial Academy, XI (1935), No. 2 (pp. 58-61) that has been INSCRIBED ("With the kind regards of the author").* [83798] $125


220. Hawaii Kyoiku Kai, publisher and perhaps the author. *Nihongo Tokuhon*. n.p. [Made in Japan]: 1939-1940. Five slender volumes published 1939-1940 under this general title. They appear to be volumes I, II, IV, XI and XII (out of a series of 12 such volumes). Vols. I and II bound in original brown cloth; the other three are in original wrappers. 22cm. Condition varies but generally above average. Japanese text. *We know little about this organization or its activities but have assumed that these textbooks were intended for use in elementary or middle schools by Hawaiians of Japanese descent.* [78981] $250


253. International School of Bangkok. The Erawa 1958. [Bangkok]: 1958. photos, (110p.) Original green cloth on front half and Thai patterned cloth on back half. 26cm. No jacket. *School yearbook for this highly regarded school which was established in 1951.* [83200] $85


259. Jacob, Samuel Swinton, Sir. Jeypore Portfolio of Architectural Details. [Parts I-VI only]. London: Bernard Quaritch, 1890. 1st ed. The first six parts only (of an eventual 12 -- the other six were published over the next 23 years). Each volume (Part) consists of: (1) a title-page; (2) a single-page preface (repeated in each Part) on the back of which appears a Contents list for that volume; (3) 1-4 pages containing Short Descriptive Notes about the plates; and (4) the plates of architectural details. There are a total of 374 plates in these six volumes. 348 of those plates are printed completely in black and white while the other 26 are either printed in color or have one or more detail printed in color. The title-pages and plates are printed on one side. The former owner of this set didn't like having the plates and other contents loose in portfolio volumes and constantly at risk of chipping and other loss or damage from mishandling so he had a binder individually stub every page and uniformly bind these six parts in
modern buckram in 1966. Receipts indicate that he paid $125 for the set and spent another $315 to have them rebound. These are large folio-sized volumes (54cm.). Minor cover scuffing and wear only. The plates generally show only minor age-toning and an occasional minor edge repair and perhaps a couple of corner chips or repairs. Two plates in Part IV have been bound in out of order (plate 3 appears after plate 5 and plate 47 after plate 54). A typed list identifying the localities in India where the architectural details in these six volumes were located was prepared by the former owner and mounted on the verso of the title-leaf in Part I. Fine. 

Part I. Copings and Plinths; Part II. Pillars -- Caps and Bases; Part III. Carved Doors; Part IV. Brackets; Part V. Arches; and Part VI. Balustrades. These volumes were published under the patronage of Maharaja Sawai Madhu Singh of Jeypore. Jacob is identified as Engineer to the Jeypore State. According to the Preface: "The lads who have been employed in preparing the drawings are all natives of Jeypore, trained first in the School of Art, and then in the office of the Executive Engineer." [83887] $3,000


263. Japanese Customs. Marriage Ceremony. Sixteen Assorted. Coloured by Hand [title on envelope]. n.p.: Undated [1930s?]. This envelope contains 16 uncaptioned colored prints,. The prints are numbered 1-16 and each measures approximately 15 x 12cm. The envelope is intact but is splitting along one side and shows some wear. The first 13 prints show various scenes associated with preparing to get married. The last three show mother and new baby, father and new baby and mother and father and new baby. [85448] $150


265. Japanese Sword Society of the United States. Bulletins and Newsletters. Includes: (1) Vols. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16 and 17 (1971-1980-81 of this organization's annual Bulletin; (2) 59 issues of their bi-monthly Newsletter; and (3) a few dealer lists, membership lists, etc. Newsletters present include: Vol 6, No. 4; Vol. 7, No. 6, Vol. 8, No. 3; Vol. 9, Nos. 2-6; Vol. 10, Nos. 3-6; Vol. 11, Nos. 1, 3-6; Vol. 12, Nos. 1-6; Vol. 13, Nos. 1-6; Vol. 14, Nos. 1-6, Vol. 15, Nos. 1-6; Vol. 16, Nos. 1-6; Vol. 17, Nos. 1-6, Vol. 18, Nos. 1-6. 1971. Three black 3-ring notebooks. Almost all items have three holes punched along left side for insertion in the notebooks. Staples have generally been removed. [82424] $350
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Detail</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>Follow Me: The Story of the Second Marine Division in World War II</td>
<td>Johnston, Richard W.</td>
<td>New York: Random House, (c. 1948). frontis, ills, 305p. Cloth. dj. 28cm. Jacket has edge-wear along top as well as a few chips. WWII in the Pacific for this Marine Division.</td>
<td>[84393] $60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274</td>
<td>Old Korea; The Land of Morning Calm</td>
<td>Keith, Elizabeth (ills) and Elspet Keith Robertson Scott (text).</td>
<td>London: Hutchinson, (c. 1946). frontis, ills (some color), 72p. Original gray cloth. dj. 28cm. Jacket has a closed tear on front panel. Ownership signature of Laurence Eliot Bunker on endpaper. Colonel Bunker served as aide de camp to General MacArthur during WWII and the post-war occupation of Japan and Korea.</td>
<td>[83039] $100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
276. Kene, Thao. Bibliographie du Laos. [Vientiane]: Ministere de l'Education Nationale, Comite Litteraire Laos, 1958. 68, (14)p. Softcover in original pink wrapper. 27cm. Cover foxing and uneven fading. Last several leaves bound in upside down (as was true of the other copy we had several years ago). Good. French text. [85507] $100


279. SAME. Softcover in original wrapper. Black card slipcase. 28cm. This book was issued in an edition of 1000 copies in conjunction with a exhibition held Oct. 25-Nov. 16, 1985, to honor the 75th anniversary of the Ralph M. Chait Galleries. We assume that the great majority of those copies were issued in softcover. [84668] $350


295. Knox, Jessie Juliet. *In the House of the Tiger*. Cincinnati: Jennings and Graham; New York: Eaton and Mains, (c. 1911). 1st ed. 31 black & white printed photos (including a frontis portrait of the author), 255p. Original red cloth with a simplified version of one of the photos mounted on the front cover. 18cm. Later non-authorial gift
inscription on endpaper. No jacket. *Stories (and several of the photos) about Chinese-American children.* Knox, a white Tennessee-born Californian, was keenly interested in Chinese Americans and adopted a 9-year old Chinese (Chinese American?) girl named Lynne Shew who later established a hospital in China. [85521] $150

296. Knox, Robert. *An Historical Relation of Ceylon; Together with Somewhat Concerning Several Remarkable Passages of My Life that Hath Hapned since My Deliverance out of My Captivity.* Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1911. frontis, ills, folding map, lxvii, Original red cloth. 23cm. Backstrip replaced with modern cloth on which the original title and publisher's imprint have been mounted. Moderate foxing. Sound but not particularly handsome copy. Good. No jacket. [82800] $45

297. Kojima, Matajiro. *Amerika ichijo utushi = Commodore Perry's Expedition to Hakodate, May 1854: a Private Account with Illustrations.* Hakodate-shi: Hakodate Kyodo Bunkakai, 1953. 2 vols. First volume: color ills, [174] unnumbered pages. Second volume: 2 maps, [4], 59, [3], 30, [6]p. Softcover in original wrappers, tied oriental-style and printed on double leaves. Blue case has frayed black ties and is unevenly faded and rather worn. 21cm. Both volumes clean and attractive although someone has scratched out the printed date of the original manuscript on the English-language title-page and the English-language title label in the 2nd volume. Kojima, a government official and an amateur artist, recorded his culture-shocked impressions of Commodore Perry's uninvited arrival at Hakodate in 1853. The first volume reproduces Kojima's manuscript journal; the second volume is a printed version of the journal plus an English translation by Alice Cheney (as improved by others), as well as 2 maps and an English-language key to the maps. It is unclear how many sets were published; this set is Numbered 178 in the colophons. [85529] $225


309. Kwan-Yin, the Buddhist Madonna and Child. The Kwan-Yin is the Largest Three-Color Porcelain Figure Made in the K'ang-hsi Period (1662-1722) Height 45 Inches. And Buddha Child, Three-Color Porcelain, Height 22 Inches. From the Private Collection of Mr. Tsang Jen-Tshie. [New York?]: [Ton-Ying & Company?], n.d.. color plate (tipped in along top edge), [8] leaves, including title-page and plate, printed on one side. Tissue guards present. Original tied wrapper. Folio (32 x 49cm.). Minor stain on lower right tip of front cover. OCLC lists a total of 5 holdings of this folio-sized booklet which appears to have been designed to promote the sale of these porcelains. Tsang is identified in the text as owner of Ton Ying & Company, a firm dealing in Chinese antiquities. [85532] $150


322. Leeke, Ada (with Evelyn Shaw). *When Americans Came to Korea*. Freeman, South Dakota: Pine Hill Press, (c. 1991). 1st ed. photos, xii, 196p. Original black cloth. dj. 28cm. Fine. SIGNED on title-page by Shaw (“E. H. Shaw”) who edited and published the work after Leeke's death in 1998. *Leeke was born in Korea in 1914 where her father had gone after graduation from the Colorado School of Mines. This book appears to be a largely personal account by Leeke, a WAC in World War II, of her experiences and impressions of Korea after she was sent there in October, 1945 where she served as a Liaison Officer to General Lerch and as editor or Chief of Publications for various US-sponsored publications in Korea until the military government was dissolved in August, 1948.* [83000] $40


328. Levison, W[alter] J. *Proteges of the Viceroy*. n.p.: n.d. [1945?]. 20 photos printed one to a page on stiff leaves. Brief captions on facing pages. Stiff softcover. White plastic comb binding. 25cm. Comb binding still works but is damaged. The front cover has also split from the first few teeth in the comb. Minor soiling and some wear. The last photo is inside the back cover. INSCRIBED inside front cover by Levison ("To Tommy - For Xmas - 1945 - there is no forgiveness in this - Walter"). *Levison's photographs of the living conditions among the poor in Colonial India are juxtaposed with typical statements found in upbeat assessments of living conditions in India. We found no listing for this item in OCLC.* [85286] $375


343. MacDonald, David. *Cultural Heritage of Tibet: A Description of a Country of Contrasts and of its Cheerful Happy-Go-Lucky People of Hardy Nature and Curious Customs: Their Religion, Ways of Living, Trade and Social Life.* New Delhi: Light & Life Publishers, n.d. [1978]. frontis, photos, index, 283p. Original turquoise cloth. dj. 22cm. Rear panel soiled on jacket which also has other bits of wear. Spine slightly sloped. Cover sunned along bottom edge. *This is the previous item (MacDonald's "Land of the Lama") retitled and updated by Dr. (Mrs.) Prabha Chopra (and with a new Introduction).* [84603] $45


346. MacGahan, Januarius Aloysius, 1844-1878. *Campaigning on the Oxus, and the Fall of Khiva.* New York: Harper, 1874. 1st Amer. ed. frontis, ills, colored map (double-page), x, 438p. plus (2)p. publisher's adverts. Original brown cloth. 22cm. *MacGahan was a Special Correspondent for the New York Herald who caught up with General Kaufman as the latter was on his way to conquer Khiva. We've also had this book in green cloth and perhaps other shades of brown--we are unaware of any established priority in color of binding.* [83827] $275

348. Mackay, George-Aberigh. **Serious Reflections and Other Contributions.** Bombay: Bombay Gazette Steam Press, 1881. 1st ed. 306p. Hardcover. 19cm. Armorial bookplate (Major General John Cecil Russell, whose name is also written in ink on title-page and on front cover). Modest cover spotting and soil. [83424] $150


361. McAlpin, Joseph and Grace McAlpin, *editors*. *Boyboy na Agta: Agta Stories...*. n.p.: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1997. 44p. Softcover in original wrapper. 22cm. Fine. *The Agta (or Aeta) are an indigenous people formerly found mostly in mountainous regions of Luzon and elsewhere in the Philippines. This book appears to be aimed at younger or beginning readers -- we suspect that these stories have a religious slant.* [83152] $40

362. McGinnis, Robert [and several other soldiers, all of whom are pictured on the next-to-last text page]. *Ramgarh: "Now It Can Be Told"* Ranchi, India: Printed at the Catholic Press, n.d. [1945 or a bit later]. photos, 219, [3]p. Softcover in original wrapper. 24cm. Former owner's name. *"A pictorial story of the Chinese-American Training Center in India where the soldiers of two great nations have combined their efforts to mould the means of defeating the common enemy."* [statement on title-page]. *The Center appears to have been located in Jharkhand State.* [85524] $125


<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>370.</td>
<td>Menpes, Mortimer</td>
<td><strong>Japan: A Record in Colour</strong>. London: Adam &amp; Charles Black, (1904). 4th impression. frontis, color ills, xiv, 207p. This copy rebound in attractive orange ½ leather with marbled boards and five raised bands. 22cm. Top edge gilt. No jacket. Text transcribed by Dorothy Menpes. $84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371.</td>
<td>Methodist Episcopal Church</td>
<td><strong>The Doctrines and Disciple of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1884</strong>. New York: Phillips &amp; Hunt; Cincinnati: Cranston &amp; Stowe, (c. 1884). index, 424p. Original black cloth. 15cm. Cover spotted; backstrip faded. Internal library stampings (Hartford Seminary and Pitts Theology Library at Emory). Former owner's name (&quot;F. L. Neeld&quot;). Good. Holograph note on both sides of the blank leaf preceding title-page by a late Colonel of the 78th Highlanders. Dated Nov. 1888 at Rawalpindi. The note records the loan of this book to the regiment, by Neeld, a Methodist missionary who served for many years as principal of the Naini Tal Boys High School, for use during the regiment's campaign in the Black Mountains [a remote area in modern-day Pakistan]. The Colonel says that he and his regiment were the first troops to be at Thakot and at Pokul, the Capitol of the Allaiwals. The Colonel notes that he was able to return the book to Neeld without having to use the service for Burial of the Dead [at Paragraph 406]. $150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372.</td>
<td>Michie, Alexander</td>
<td><strong>The Political Obstacles to Missionary Success in China</strong>. [Hong Kong]: Hongkong Daily Press, 1901. 25p. Softcover pamphlet. 22cm. Only the fragile front cover of the original wrapper is present and it is detached, chipped around edges, and has a couple of tears. Text clean and sound with a short tear on all pages in right margin. Good. $83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


381. Mountford, Charles P. *Nomads of the Australian Desert*. Adelaide: Rigby, (c. 1976). map frontis, photos, maps, index, 628p. Original hardcover binding. dj. 27cm. Fine. Australian aborigines of the Mann and Mountford Ranges in Central Australia. Cautionary note about consulting with male Aboriginal religious leaders printed on copyright page. Various sources suggest that the book was withdrawn from sale because of objections to its picturing and describing certain sacred places, rites and practices. [83818]  $450


386. Murray, John, publisher, London. *A Handbook for Travellers in Japan*. London: John Murray, 1893. 3rd ed, revised and for the most part re-written by Basil Hall Chamberlain. frontis (folding map), 2 folding ills, 16 maps (15 folding, including a pocket map), index, x, 459p. plus [1]p. errata and 27p. adverts. Burgundy cloth. 19cm. Moderate chipping at head of backstrip. Free endpapers replaced. Title-leaf missing a small blank piece along fore-edge. A few maps have edge-wear due to misfolding and a couple have minor splitting along folds. Good. *The pocket map appears to have been added to this 1893 printing of the Third Edition.* [85519] $175

387. Murray, John, publisher, London. *A Handbook for Travellers in Japan*. London: John Murray, 1891. 3rd ed, revised and for the most part re-written by Basil Hall Chamberlain. frontis (folding map), 17 ills & maps (all except one folding), index, x, 459p. plus [1]p. errata and 27p. adverts. Burgundy cloth. 19cm. Cover sound but has extensive spotting and several small holes in cloth. A few maps have edge-wear due to misfolding and at least one has unrepaiired tears. No cover pocket or pocket map. Good. [85518] $150


401. Nerchakhy, Mohammed [Narshakhi, Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Ja'far, 899-959]. Description Topographique et Historique de Boukhara. par Mohammed Nerchakhy .. Texte Persan public par Charles Schefer ... Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1892. 1st published edition. iv, [2], 290p. Softcover (worn original front cover; rest of cover replaced with stiffer modern paper). 28cm. Some text browning. Partially unopened. Later bookplate stating that this once belonged to Joseph Francis Fletcher, Jr. Introductory material (4p.) followed by the Persian text which was compiled from two surviving Persian manuscripts (the Persian version had been abridged from the original Arabic text which has not survived). Publications de l'Ecole des Langues Orientales Vivantes, III Serie. Vol. XIII. Good. [85367] $450


422. Pereira, George, 1865-1923. *Peking to Lhasa: The Narrative of Journeys in the Chinese Empire Made by the Late George Pereira ... Compiled by Sir Francis Younghusband ... from Notes and Diaries,...* Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1926. 1st Amer. ed. frontis, photos, 2 folding maps, x, 293p. Original blue cloth. 22cm. Ends of backstrip rubbed. Title label on backstrip chipped and browned. Good. No jacket. Major-General Pereira was a British soldier and explorer. [84550] $100

423. Petech, Luciano, editor. *Il Missionari Italiani nel Tibet e nel Nepal. Parte VI*. Roma: Instituto Poligrafico dello Stato, 1965. This part only. x, 353p. Softcover in original plain wrapper (with printed dj glued to spine as published). 29cm. Lightly browned. Italian text. Parte VI contains the second of three parts of the 18th century account of Ippolito Desideri. [See also item 151] [83173] $50

425. **The Philippine Craftsman, Vol. 1 - Nos. 1-9 (July, 1912-March, 1913).** 1913. This volume only. photos & ills (a few color). 716p. Contemporary brown cloth (with rounded edges). 25cm. Minor cover wear. No Jacket. An impressive periodical published in Manila by the (Philippine) Bureau of Education. Five volumes were published between 1912 and 1917. Focused on industrial education involving textiles, furniture and other wood products, ceramics, etc. [83276] $150


436. [Photo Album]. **20th ROK Armed Forces Day 1968. [cover title].** [Seoul?]: Ministry of National Defense. Republic of Korea, 1968. 19 professional photos (26 x 21cm.) inserted one to a page beneath acetate overlays on both sides of all 10 album leaves. Leaves striped, probably with a mild adhesive to hold photos in place. Printed caption beneath each photo. Blue album (27 x 33cm.). Metal comb binding. *Appears to have been prepared for one or more American officers who attended these ceremonies which took place Sept. 29 through October 2nd, including a couple photos captioned "Advance Camp. Panmunjom"* [85509] $325

437. [Photo Album]. **American Sailor on the USS Samar on the Yangtze River and Elsewhere in the Far East, 1945-1946. [our title].** Approximately 200 photos in corner mounts on both sides of the album leaves. Includes about 130 of taken while he was serving on the USS Samar or on his way to or from the United States. Size varies: 84 are approximately 8 x 5cm., 35 much smaller (3 x 4cm.), and 14 much larger (24 x 17cm.). Only a handful or less are captioned. Detail is generally very good, with some exceptions. Also included are some bits of ephemera. There are a few empty slots but they may have held ephemera, some of which is now loose in the album. Sturdy black album is approximately 21 x 26cm. *The U.S.S. Samar was converted by the Bethlehem Steel Company from the former Maritime Commission Hull No. 2663 and rechristened in June 1945. In its new incarnation, it was a repair ship seeing service on the Yangtze River in late 1945 and perhaps elsewhere in China. Our sailor, identified in the album, served as a Machinist's Mate 3rd Class. The large photos appear to be professional quality photos of the ship's neatly attired personnel. Most of the other Far Eastern photos are of people and places in China rather than shipboard activities. The ephemera includes: (1) a program for the ship's rechristening; (2) an issue of The China Press for 12/2/1945; (3 & 4) two issues of The Samar Scope (Vol. I, No. 1 for 9/1/45 and Vol. II, No. 6 for 6/1/46); (5) a shipboard menu for Christmas 1945; (6) an oriental-themed Christmas greeting card sent home for Christmas 1945 by our sailor; and (7) An undated four-page "China Bowl Supplement" issued by The Stars and Stripes, presumably for the 1945 football game and accompanying rickshaw derby. The other 72 photos at the end appear to be of Camp Peary, and our sailor's wife and family, probably taken before his departure for the Far East or after his return. The stateside photos include some ephemera relating to our sailor's military service.* [85577] $950
438. [Photo Album]. **An American Soldier (PFC) in India July 1942 to July 1943. [our title]**. 175 photographs plus 21 postcards pasted down, 3 to 9 to a page, on both sides of album leaves. Most photos are modest-sized (6 x 8cm. or so). Some pages are a bit crowded. Most of the photos are commercially produced images of people and scenes throughout in India although a minority (we counted 37) are amateur photos. Black tied oblong album with padded covers (30 x 22cm.). Album had a later purple tie and is moderately worn. The front cover features the "C.B.I. insignia, a caduceus, the American flag, the former owner's name, and "India 1942-43." Good. Our soldier has used a color map of South Asia mounted inside the front cover to indicate his travels in India during his sojourn. A penciled note on the map states: "Stationed on India-Burma Border 25 miles from Dibrugarh." Lines on the map indicate that our soldier arrived in Karachi and went to his assigned post by troop train via Lahore, Delhi, Calcutta and Shillong and flew back to Delhi and took a troop train to Bombay for his return to the United States. Online research suggests that our soldier was from Texas. Most of the amateur photos are of soldiers and medical personnel; several are briefly captioned. Twelve postcards are in color and feature lots of Indian elephants. One of the black and white postcards shows uniformed personnel in front of a wrecked building and is captioned "Babumohalla: Troops on Ambulance Duty." "Jap Parachute from Assam, India raids" caption between a tiny scrap of cloth among the photos on one page. [85562] $250

439. [Photo Album]. **American Soldier in Assam in 1943-1944. [our title]**. 160 photos inserted 1 to 14 to a page on both sides of 13 black album leaves. Approximately 1/3 are 4 x 4cm. or a bit larger. The rest range from 8 x 6cm. up to 11 x 8cm. A couple of postcards as well as 13 small commercial photos of Darjeeling are present but not included in our count of photos. Quality of photos varies from pretty good to really mediocre. Ephemera mounted on both sides of a 14th leaf. Leaves heavily chipped along right edge. Only a handful of captions. Tied, rather inexpensive, brown album measures approximately 38 x 29cm. Later black tie. Fair. Our soldier comes to Assam as a Private in the middle of 1943; the latest date in the album seems to be a couple of receipts relating to Darjeeling in July and August of 1944. A piece of ephemera relates to his dispatch from the U.S. to India; two others are bills from Upper Assam and Darjeeling; and there is also a personal-sized typed note from an Associate Editor at The Saturday Evening Post acknowledging that their picture of a Gurkha in the Feb. 26th (1944) issue was not really a typical Gurkha and that they should possibly have made that clear in their caption. Several photos are captioned "Hunting Trip;" it is unclear what they were hunting although a couple of rather grainy photos seem to picture an animal that looks like a water buffalo. [85582] $250

440. [Photo Album]. **Nursing at the 159th Station Hospital in Karachi in 1942. [our title]**. Neatly organized and laid out album containing approximately 280 photos in corner mounts. Photos generally very good. Most are 9 x 6cm. or smaller. Mounted 1-12 to a page on both sides of album leaves. Assembled by one of the nurses. Many of the photos or groups of photos are captioned in white ink on the album leaves. Black oblong cloth album. Later tie. Some wear along left edge of album cover. The final photo in the album is a large group shot (30 x 13cm.) of 82 nurses which is captioned "Nurses of the 159th Station Hospital" with inked names below the photo identifying each nurse by last name. Our nurse never identifies herself by name but she should be identifiable in the group photo. Elsie Ott, one of the nurses identified in the group photo, was awarded the first Air Medal ever given to a woman in the United States Army for her efforts on the first flight early in 1943 to attempt to evacuate severely wounded personnel from Karachi to Walter Reed Medical Center. Ott is also identified in two other photos. [85297] $1,500
441. [Photo Album]. American Soldier in India in 1944. [our title]. Approximately 90 photos mounted one to a page on both sides of the album leaves. Most are inserted in corner tabs although some have just been pasted down. Almost all photos approximately 10 x 7cm. Numerous album leaves detached. Many photos have brief inked captions in the blank margins -- almost all of which say, at least in part, "India 1944." A small minority appear to have notes inked on the back although those are difficult to access. Decent quality amateur photos. Small format album measures only about 11 x 16cm. Good. The compiler appears to have been Robert Fenn, of Engineer Division 2. Most of the photos are of Fenn and other military personnel with just a smattering of non-military photos. Three photos include Lord Mountbatten. A couple photos include a Chinese soldier. Mounted inside the back cover is a an unnumbered certificate identifying Robert Fenn as having "achieved the highest degree of efficiency in truck driving on the Ledo Road. R. S. Fenn is identified as the designer of that certificate. Online information indicates that these certificates were never issued as the name of the route was changed to Stilwell Road before the certificate was approved for issuance. Almost nothing in the album besides the certificate suggests that Fenn was involved in this major road building effort which cost a lot and wasn't used very long since World War II ended soon after its completion.

[85555] $375

442. [Photo Album]. American Soldier in Korea Circa 1947. [our title]. About 100 photos. Quite a few are small (5 x 5cm. or smaller). None are large. About 20% have brief inked captions in image, often identifying some of the people in the photo. Quality of photos and carelessness in organization are rather typical of a young soldier's album. There are about 30 empty slots where photos are missing. Oblong tied album has flexible leather cover. 28 x 18cm. Good. Our soldier appears to have lived in Oakland, CA. Some personal and family photos are mixed in. There are at least a couple of photos from the Philippine Islands. One page is titled Korean Constabulary and has 5 (of 6) small photos. There are at least a handful of photos of Korean children. Two pages are headed "34th Gen. [34th General Hospital?] which has two (of 6) photos present, each showing our soldier and a buddy.

[85550] $125

443. [Photo Album]. American Soldier in New Guinea and the Philippines during World War II. [our title]. Approximately 260 photos. Pasted down, two to six to a page on both sides of the album leaves. Photo size varies although most range between 6 x 8cm. and 8 x 12cm. Image quality and detail generally okay although some photos are faded or fuzzy. No captions. Three wartime publications are included as well as a three V-Mail cartoons sent home to his wife in Detroit. Tied oblong album with flexible maroon covers. 28 x 18cm. Several album leaves detached (splitting). Good. The first 110 photos appear to show our soldier training stateside. The next 30 photos appear to find our soldier in New Guinea, including a couple of the popular photos showing soldiers wearing grass skirts. The next 73 find him in the Philippines. The final 46 photos mounted in the album are of rather poor quality and cover his return voyage to the United States. An envelope mounted on one of the pages contain 20 modest-size photos from New Guinea. Our photographer doesn't spend much time photographing those who live in New Guinea or the Philippines. He does include several photographs, some of which he may have purchased, showing wartime damage to buildings in the Philippines. The three wartime publications are: (1) Guinea Gold (American Edition), Vol. 2, No. 305 Sept. 18, 1944; (2) "The Walled City," a 4-page Sixth Army News Pictorial prepared by the Public Relations Office and probably published in Manila; and (3) Reveille Thirty-Seventh Infantry Division published by the I-E Section in Northern Luzon as a stapled 4-page Souvenir Edition dated Sept. 7, 1945 to record the unconditional surrender of all Japanese forces in N.E. Luzon.

[85558] $250
444. [Photo Album]. American Soldier in Korea March 1953 through May 1954. [our title]. 225 photos of his time in Japan and Korea. Almost all have image sizes ranging between 8 x 11 cm. to 10 x 12 cm. and are mostly mounted 2-3 to a page on both sides of the black album leaves. At the end of the album are about 50 family photos (mostly of the soldier’s wife). Most of the photos are mounted by cellophane tape which was neatly (and invisibly) affixed to the back of the photos; in a minority of cases the tapes had yellowed and fallen off and those photos have now been glued in. Almost all have neat typed captions mounted by the same processes (tape or glue) beneath each photo. Only a couple of photos and a few captions are missing (probably fell out when the tape lost its stickiness). The album also includes a couple of pieces of Korean currency, a few dried flowers and some other ephemera accumulated during his time in Korea. The album (30 x 23 cm.) is in decent physical shape with flexible covers and no loose pages. According to a one-page summary of our soldier’s military career which is mounted on the first page, he was a draftee who was sent to Korea via Japan in March 1953. The album records shipboard initiation practices, his arrival in Yokohama and his brief stay at Camp Drake before being sent on to Pusan, Korea only six days later. Most of the album records his life in Korea (and a bit of R & R in Japan) during the next 13 months. There is a strong military emphasis to most of the pictures but our soldier, who had a decent eye as a photographer, also took some interesting photos of the local Korean population. This is one of the better Korean War albums we have seen. Our soldier was assigned to IX Corps Headquarters in the Medical Section so never saw combat but did rise to the rank of Corporal before being rejected for a Sergeant’s stripes. According to brief online research, he studied engineering after completing his military obligation and had a successful career at a major corporation. Our soldier and his wife made a seven figure bequest to their daughter’s alma mater in their wills. [85498] $850

445. [Photo Album]. Our Honeymoon Around the World. [cover title]. n.p.: 1910. Contains 22 large commercial color photos, 172 smaller (snapshot up to medium) color photos, 1 large folding black & white photo, 47 smaller black & whites (snapshot up to medium) and 4 color postcards. All photos are glued in (often just at corners). Quality of images varies greatly from professional to fuzzy. Almost all large photos captioned in or beneath the image as are a modest minority of the other photos. Japanese lacquer album, lacking backstrip and a few decorative pieces on front cover (a few others are held on by cellophane tape). The album is about 10 cm. thick (4 inches) at spine but much less along the fore-edge as at least half of the album leaves have been removed, including several whole sections. There is evidence of removal of only a few photos from the leaves that are present. Fair. The large black & white photo (starting to split at fold) at the beginning of the album is of the Wedding Breakfast for Mr. and Mrs. Adolph G. Kaufman at Delmonico’s on May 23, 1910. Mr. Kaufman appears to have been President and Manager of the A. G. Kaufman Manufacturing Company, makers of gas lamps and appliances, at 133 Reade Street in New York City. The next 27 small photos are post wedding pictures going across country and sailing to Japan on the S. S. Korea. Most of the middle part of the album is a mixture of photos of the honeymooning couple in Japan and various commercial photos, especially of Nikko and to a much lesser extent Kyoto. The large color photos are all of temples and other scenes in and around Nikko. Captions and style lead us to believe that some or all of these large photos came from Kusakabe Kimbei, a Japanese photographer and seller of photographs. After a gap of missing pages, there are about a dozen photos taken in China followed by a large gap, and then about 25 photos of the Philippines with another large gap at the end. [85378] $375
446. [Photo Album]. British Album with Many Photos of Junks and Other Sailing and Steam Powered Boats in and Near Early 20th Century China, [our title], n.d. [ca. 1906]. 98 photos, all except two found inserted into the two photo windows per page on both sides of the 24 album leaves. The other two photos have been mounted inside front and back cover of the album. Photos are of uniform size (10 x 8cm.) and are a bit dark but generally have good detail. All photos that we removed have a penciled note on the back -- a bit of a chore to remove each photo to see what is written on the back. There are also some brief pencil captions or notes. Moderately worn, modest-sized album bound in blue cloth. Album leaves are approximately 15 x 22cm. and have some chipping along edges where photos are inserted. Contents reasonably sound although the front cover and first album leaf are split loose from the rest of the leaves. Good. Most of the photos are of various boats and water scenes. Among the subjects: several photos of junks and Western sail boats, Fort Woosung in Shanghai, Russian cruiser Askold while it was being repaired in Shanghai. British gunboat, French cruiser at Kiukiangan [Jiuzhang] just after a murder in Nanchang, Orphan Rock (on the Yangtze), a few Westerners (British?) including a couple photos on board the Way Foong, Fort Woosung in Shanghai, pagodas, a Chinese garden in Macao, North Saddle Light House (Shanghai), etc. Two photos appear to relate to Japan (Inland Sea of Japan at Moji and Japanese Craft in the Inland Sea). [85536] $500

447. [Photo Album]. British Captain in Singapore in 1946, [our title]. 115 photos, mostly in corner mounts, 1-6 to a page on both sides of thin album leaves. Photos generally 6 x 8cm. - a few larger. By far the largest photo (approximately 27 x 21cm.) is a group shot of what appears to be the medical/military personnel in front of a long building. Decent quality with reasonable detail. Inked captions on album leaves for most photos -- some photos also have identifying notes on back. Album leaves in an oblong blue three ring notebook. 27 x 21cm. Our soldier appears to have been a Captain Spafford who may have been a dentist. The first 16 photos are a combination of photos taken in and around Colombo and then Poona. Most of the photos were taken in and around Singapore and Palembang while the Captain was there in 1946. The last 15 photos were taken on his homeward journey in 1947 on the "Queen of Bermuda." One of the other photos was taken just a bit after the largest photo and is of some of the nurses in the larger photo -- pencil notation on back Singapore 1946. Laid in are 8 pieces of Singapore/military ephemera (programs for plays, menus, invitations, etc.). One of the menus is for the Main Officer Mess, Tanglin Christmas 1946 and is signed on the back by about 20 individuals. [85363] $350

448. [Photo Album]. India & Egypt 1927-28, [title inked on front cover]. 48 photos mounted (pasted down), of which seven appear to be photo postcards. The photos are generally mounted two to a page, on both sides of the twelve album leaves (one is mounted inside the back cover. Almost all photos are in the general range of 11 x 8cm.; a couple are quite a bit smaller and one is quite a bit larger (21 x 16cm.). Photos clear with very good detail but without much flair -- mostly standard sights competently taken without anything personal in the images. No captions. Oblong album with slender paper-covered boards (25 x 20cm.). 30 photos relate to India and the last 13 to Egypt. The remaining five are uncertain as to country -- two, including the largest photo in the album, are of an unidentified outdoor bar and another is of a couple of buildings, one of which is English Tudor-style and the other has a sign which appears to say Wallace Flour Mills. The first seven photos in the album are of the dedication ceremonies for the "Gateway on India" in Bombay [now Mumbai]. Some of the other Indian photos show other famous buildings, such as the Taj Mahal and the Agra Fort; three show a train engine and the exterior of a passenger car on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. Almost all of the Egyptian photos show mosques, pyramids and/or the Sphinx. [85538] $65
449. [Photo Album]. **British India as Recorded by the Sister of the Deputy Commissioner at Bara Banki in the Late 1890s.** [our title]. 22 large photos (20 x 15cm. or larger) and 44 smaller photos plus a wide variety of the paper items, including several letters. Photos and most other items mounted (pasted down or partially pasted down) on both sides of album leaves. Many of the photos are captioned in ink on the album page, occasionally identifying the persons in group photos. Many of the photos, including most of the larger ones, are of professional quality although several show some wear. Three photos have identified photographers: Fry & Rahm (2) and Harprasada. Oblong ½ leather album. 29 x 24cm. Album shows some cover wear and is a bit shaken. **C. W. W. Hope was the Deputy Commissioner. Miss E. E. Hope appears to have been his sister.** [85461] $1,000

450. [Photo Album]. **British Soldier in Karachi and at the RAF Kohat Airfield in 1945 in the Northwest Frontier Region.** [our title]. More than 150 photos displayed, one to five on a page, on one or both sides of the album leaves. Photos inserted in corner mounts and not pasted down. A mixture of amateur and professional (for tourists) photos. Most of the photos are approximately 6 x 8cm. although a few are somewhat larger. There are also a few postcards. The compiler neatly organized and captioned the photos in white ink beneath the photos in the first half of the album but failed to provide any captions for the rest of the album. The album is a Boots Stationery Department two ring notebook (23 x 28cm.). Several leaves are now detached -- ring holes need reinforcement. The first 30 photos are of various more or less standard scenes in Karachi. The next 31 photos are of Kohat and the surrounding area. These are followed by 10 photos of the Khyber Pass and of a Kohat-Chubbier trip. Next is a group photo captioned "Personnel of R.A.F. Kohat. X-Mass 1945" which is followed by 3 photos taken at Tika Gul, Murree Hill. Next are 33 standard photos of famous sights and scenes elsewhere in British India and 4 postcards showing scenes in Poona. The captions end and we next have 10 photos of our soldier and a colleague or two with a truck figuring in some of the pictures -- one of the trucks has a red cross insignia raising the possibility that our soldier might have been an ambulance driver. These are followed by two larger (postcard size) photos of uniformed personnel (with signatures on the back by those pictured). Here we leave British India and end with a dose of family, friends and scenes in the British Isles (except for 2 pages containing 10 tourist photos of St. Petersburg in Florida with printed captions). [85559] $300

451. [Photo Album]. **Thailand and Angkor Wat in the 1950s.** [our title]. 104 photos neatly mounted (two to four on a page) in corner tabs on both sides of the album leaves. Photos uniform in size (approximately 11 x 7.5cm.). Almost all are high quality photos with very good detail. No captions. Oblong red album (33 x 24cm.). Album neatly glued down on back cover in an oblong lacquer box featuring two golden goggle-eyed goldfish and some aquatic plants on the front cover. The box is in excellent condition with only a couple of minor chips. The album appears to start in Bangkok. Among the early photos are a couple of exterior river views of the two story river-facing facade of The Oriental Hotel followed by four photos that are probably interior shots taken in that hotel. These are followed by sixteen water view photos of other Thai buildings, boats and people. The next 19 photos are land based photos of temples, a celebration (the three blurriest photos in the album), and a boxing match. The next seven photos appear to have been taken at a snake farm (cobras, banded kraits, etc.). Next are four country scenes and then a photo of a small tour bus ("Tourisme Vergoz"); "Siem Reap Nov. 24-28, 1953" inked on back of that photo. The next 41 photos are of Angkor Wat which is located only a few miles from Siem Reap. The final three photos may have been taken in Saigon -- one of them is of the Notre-Dame Cathedral in that city. [85564] $1,200
452. [Photo Album]. Casio Japan Trip September, 1976. [cover title]. Tokyo: 1976. 84 photos inserted 1-6 to a page on both side of 10 self-sticking album leaves under clear plastic covers. All but 8 photos are in color. Size varies but most are approximately 13 x 9cm. No captions. although there is a printed introductory page addressed to "Dear CASIO INC. OMD Dealers and signed in type "Casio Computer Co., Ltd." which suggests that this is an album of photos for the Casio dealers (and their spouses?) taken during their Japan trip. Most photos are of informal tourist-type activities although the first several are of the Casio plant and some meetings. [85358] $75

453. [Photo Album]. HMS Eagle and China and Japan. [our title]. 1930s. 77 photos in a small oblong Japanese lacquer-type album. A mixture of commercial (for tourists) and amateur photos. Most photos have decent detail but are generally modest in size (8 x 5cm. up to about 11 x 6.5cm. with just a few a bit larger). Inked captions on small white label on page near almost half of the photos. The album is far from handsome and is in rather poor shape with the lacquer on front and back cover substantially chipped along edges. The backstrip appears to have been replaced with a later leather strip. 6 photos are missing. Poor. Our sailor appears to have served aboard the HMS Eagle, an early aircraft carrier of the British Royal Navy which was finished in 1924 and which spent some time in the 1930s assigned to Britain's "China Station." There are about 40 military-related photos, including several of the HMS Eagle and other ships. 20 photos are of non-military scenes in China and about 14 are of non-military scenes in Japan. Among scenes and locations mentioned or pictured in the non-military photos are Nangking [Nanjing], Wei Hei Wei [Weihaiwei], Tsingtao [Qingdao], Chefoo [Yantai], Hong Kong, Japan, and Mt. Fuji. [85535] $275

454. [Photo Album]. World War II Album of Hawaii, New Guinea, Philippines and Back Home Somewhere near Kansas City. [our title]. More than 350 photos, mounted 1-10 to a page on both sides of album leaves. Most are in corner mounts but some have cellophane tape around edges and a handful have been glued down. Quality of photos varies but most are clear with good detail. No captions. Tied oblong brown album. Approximately 39 x 29cm. Good. Our soldier starts the album with about 13 photos of basic training at an unnamed location, followed by about 26 photos of Hawaii. 26 of what appears to be New Guinea, and 135 of indeterminate Pacific locations, including the Philippines and a handful of Japanese photos (probably taken from captured or killed enemy soldiers). The final 182 photos appear to have been taken somewhere in Kansas or Missouri after our soldier returned from the War. White sidewall tires figure in several of the home pictures. The album has no documents or letters to assist in identifying the photos or their probable location. [85361] $275

455. [Photo Album]. WWII American Soldier's Album Mostly Devoted to Life and Scenes in India and Titled "Half Way Round the World with Remington" Approximately 170 photos plus several ills cut from unknown sources. Photos almost all in corner mounts and generally measure approx. 11 x 6cm. or smaller. Quality of photos varies but generally clear with decent detail. Most photos or groups of photos have some sort of captioning or identifying article nearby. A few album leaves detached and there are missing photos here and there. Scuffed oblong tied album with faux reptilian patterning (approximately 30 x 22cm.). Fair. Our soldier says he was inducted in Sept. 1942, arrived in Algeria in Nov. 1943 (about 14 photos) and was sent on to India early in 1944 and was mostly there until he left for the USA in June 1945. Several photos taken in and around Karagapur and then at Calcutta, followed by a two month furlough (spent at a rest camp in Raniket, at a hospital in New Delhi with "yellow jaundice," and on an enthusiastic visit to the Taj Mahal). One detached album leaf, containing 9 photos of modest quality, is titled "over the Hump into China" on one side and "Building airfields in China" on the other. [85359] $475
456. [Photo Album]. **Late 19th Century Photos of India, Burma and Thailand. [our title]**. 25 photographs, mounted one or two to a page in black corner tabs. Size varies -- several are about 15 x 10 cm. and a modest minority are either much larger or much smaller. Most appear to be albumens, a few appear to be later reprints. No photographer's marks but these generally have the sharpness and detail one expects from quality albumen photos. Thin oblong black album (27 x 18 cm.) which appears to be much newer than the photos. *A rather odd collection of photos, united perhaps by age (in most cases). A few relate to Catholic missionary efforts and all but one relate to India, Burma or Thailand.* Here is a list, based on the notes (mostly in pencil) written on the backs of the photos: Boys exercising with band at St. Michael's School (Patna); Bombay scene; Convent Native Nurses (St. John's Hill in Bangalore); a Maharajah and his advisers in Bhurtpore; Covent Garden (Penang); Mission House (missionary residence in Rajapore); Floating houses and stores (Bangkok); Bell Tower of a Wat and a group of Siamese monks; Todas Hill Tribe; Saganig Upper Burma; Church in Virarajendrapet; Burma Karens/Father Luce; Shan Interpreter & wife; Conjurers (India?); Royal Lake (Burma); Grinding meal (India?); Mandalay (2); Kralyar Canal (India); phougyils(??) making their morning rounds begging their food (appears to be a photo of a photo of monks); Hindu water bearer; group of Hindus; Native children and teachers - Jesuit mission school Rajapore; Fr. Veuilléz's church Upper Burma; Brass pot merchant (appears to be a later reprint); and Burmese blacksmith. [85557] $675

457. [Photo Album]. **Young Filipino American Woman in California, 1937-1938. [our title]**. 62 decent-sized photos (5 x 7 cm. or larger) plus 47 much smaller snapshots. Black and white. A few are loose. The rest are (now in corner mounts). A few have captions or inscriptions in the image and quite a few of the other larger photos have been inscribed or dated or both. Decent quality and detail. Several photos have been removed. Small, tied oblong album; East Asian dragon illustration on front cover. 22 x 14 cm. Some cover soiling and wear (ties and cover corners frayed). Former owner's name written inside front cover along with an address in Wilmington, California. *Photos of the previous owner and her friends -- mostly female.* [85452] $200

458. [Photo Album]. **Shipboard, Philippines, Western Camping, Guns, Winter Fun, Etc., Etc. [our title]**. Over 275 photos pasted down, 3 to 9 per page, on most sides of the album leaves. Many of the photos are very good while some are a bit fuzzy. Photo size varies but almost all are 8 x 10 cm. or larger. No handwritten captions although there are a small number of commercial photos which have printed captions. Undated but probably before 1920. Oblong album (34 x 27 cm.). Leather binding, lacking backstrip, is heavily chipped along bottom on both covers. Several album leaves in the center of the album are unused. Fair. *The first dozen or more are shipboard photos -- perhaps en route to the Philippines. This is followed by at least 30 photos taken in the Philippines and possibly more as many of the photos in this and other portions of the album are of individuals and settings whose location is unclear. A few photos include men in military attire. The Philippine photos include 8 commercial photos (captions: Malecon Drive; Canal and Post Office; Mouth of the Pasig River; Fruit Market, Manila; Along the Pasig; Paco Bone Pile; Family cares; and Boats of the Pasig). There are more shipboard photos of cheerful folks. Many of the other photos are interesting family photos in what seem to be western settings (mostly in California). One page (six photos) is devoted to gun-toting men, women and one small boy. A few signs show up in the photos: "Tallac" (on a building with Tallac Mountain in the background); "Paco" (sign by what appears to be a train station); "L. A. Police Dept." (a banner displayed on the windshield of an open car); and "15 mls to Lake Tahoe along Truckee River" (on a sign behind a warmly dressed group of five). [85565] $350
459. [Photo Album]. Possibly American World War II Album Mostly on China. [our title]. n.p.: n.d.. Contains 20 narrow oblong photos (16 x 5cm.) and 17 large photos (generally about 22 x 15cm.) and 17 smaller photos. Most album leaves are unused; a few leaves have been crudely cut out (removed). The oblong photos and a few of the other are in corner mounts; almost of the large photos and about half of the smaller photos are unmounted. No captions. Two-toned cloth album in card slipcase. Good. A couple of printed items suggests that our soldier started in India and then was in China. The best photos are probably the oblong photos which are of scenes and temples on and around a Chinese body of water. The larger photos appear to be mostly of Chinese buildings and statuary; they are not as sharp and give the impression that they have been enlarged from smaller photos or perhaps copied. A folded 6-page tourist leaflet titled "Hangchow, The City of Romance & Scenic Beauty" is mounted on one of the album leaves. [85362] $275

460. [Photo Album]. Students of Gordon Poteat at the University of Shanghai in 1937. [our title]. [Shanghai]: n.d. [1937]. 95 photos, 1-4 to a page, in corner mounts on both sides of 30 album leaves. Padded album covers. 25cm. Laid in is a coverless 64-page outline [presumably prepared by Poteat] for Philos 101 for the Fall of 1934 and a couple of other minor pieces of Chinese ephemera. The album consists of formal inscribed or signed photos, as well as other smaller, often less formal photos, of Dr. Poteat's students at the University of Shanghai where he taught Religion and Philosophy as a representative of the Northern Baptist Convention. An added note on one of the photos of a male student says "Killed by bomb 1937. Poteat [1891-1986] returned to the United States in 1937 to become a Professor of Social Ethics and Homiletics at Crozer Theological Seminary in Chester, Pennsylvania and later was a Professor of Religion at Bucknell University and Pastor of a local Baptist Church in Lewisburg, Pa. We don't believe that he ever returned to China. [85373] $950

461. [Photo Album]. Tea and Rubber in Sri Lanka. [our title]. 60 photos pasted down on both side of the first seven stiff card album leaves. 12 additional album leaves are blank. Brief inked captions on album leaves beneath most photos -- several of the captions are dated 1913 or 1914. Size of photos varies but generally 10 x 8cm. or somewhat smaller. Decent quality photos although almost uniformly too dark and fuzzy for good detail. Worn oblong 1/2 leather album (25 x 19cm.). Backstrip half gone; balance held on partly by a later leather strip. Fair. Captions indicate that this album had belonged to a young British fellow who lived in Ceylon on or near a tea or rubber plantation. Locations mentioned in the captions are Halpe, Noelle, Mt. Lavinia, Sherbrooke Compound, Kilipoluwa(?), and Rittagoya (appears to be a river or stream). [85556] $260

462. [Photo Album] Doshisha Daigaku, Kyoto. The Doshisha. [Kyoto?]: n.d. [ca. 1930]. 15 professional photos tipped in along top one to a page on one side of the 15 album leaves. Photos generally about 15 x 10cm. Brief printed captions in most of the photos. Tied oblong black softcover album (which is edge-worn but otherwise sound). 26 x 18cm. No publication information present but this appears to have been published by Doshisha University. [85360] $200

463. [Photo/Postcard Album]. Mostly on South Asia (India, etc.), Egypt, Greece and China. [our title]. About 150 photos (or photos of photos) and postcards, all firmly pasted down, two to a page on both sides of album leaves. Album leaves rather worn, with chipping along fore-edges. Some page rippling. Photos are black and white as are many of the postcards. Most of the photographic images, while appealing, are a bit faint and much less sharply detailed than one would like. No captions except for the printed captions on some of the postcards. The last 8 album leaves are unused.
Undated but probably sometime in the first quarter of the 20th century. Moderate-sized oblong album covered in flexible patterned leather (25 x 18cm.). Cover worn along edges and rubbed. Good. The first 93 images, mostly photos rather than postcards, appear to relate to India or adjacent areas (a few seem Burmese to us, partly because the appearance of some of the temples). The next 7 photos and 11 postcards relate to Egypt or nearby arid settings followed by 12 postcards and 27 photos which relate to Greece. The final four images (all postcards) relate to China. The South Asian images, as loosely defined by us, begins with about 30 images that could be non-Indian followed by scenes of bathing in the Ganges, numerous interior and exterior images of various antiquities (including several of the Taj Mahal), a few elephants and a few other images. Our Egyptian images begin with four photos of an unidentified caravan featuring rather heavily laden camels, followed by postcard images mostly of antiquities (the Sphinx, pyramids, Karnak and Thebes). The Greek images provide a strong dose of antiquities and a few images of traditionally attired Greeks including a black and white photo of a gun-toting young man and a color postcard, captioned in part "Soldat Grec (Efzonaki)." The final four images are three color postcards of Chinese scenes and a black and white image of an indeterminately-located street scene. 


474. Porter, Henry D. [and] E. C. Nickalls [and] L. J. Davies. **An Appeal on Behalf of Sufferers from Yellow River Floods.** [Wei-Hien?]: 1898. Folded, large-format leaflet. 38cm. Splitting along two later horizontal folds (probably for mailing). Printed appeal on first page. Third page contains a map showing areas in Northern Shantung Province that were flooded in 1898. Second and fourth pages blank. Good. *The three names listed as authors of this most uncommon item signed the appeal in type at the bottom, identifying themselves as "Appeals Committee." The Relief Committee was set up at a conference of 52 missionaries either representing 10 missionary societies working in Shantung and Honan Provinces or from various non-Asian countries.* [85405] $400

475. **[Postcard Album].** British Sailor on the HMS Suffolk in the Far East (China Station) and West Indies in the Late 1920s. [our title]. Approximately 275 postcards glued down, generally four to a page, on both sides of the album leaves. All of the cards are commercial and almost all have printed captions in English, Japanese, French or some combination of those languages. Most are black and white, some are color and a handful are blue tinted. There are several blank leaves at the end. Oblong Japanese lacquer-style album (35 x 26cm.) The album cover is in decent shape but the album leaves open a bit stiffly (probably because the backstrip was recently reglued). Good. *The HMS Suffolk was a county class heavy cruiser in Great Britain's Royal Navy which was commissioned in 1928 and spent her first 11 years on Britain's "China Station." The album includes (in this order) 4 postcards of the HMS Suffolk, 4 of Colombo (Sri Lanka), 4 of Singapore, 18 of Hong Kong, 8 of Shanghai, 198 of
Japan, 25 of the West Indies, and 19 of France and Monaco. Almost all of the Hong Kong cards are in color, ten of which feature the Peak Tram and Peak related views. The Shanghai cards are real photo black and white views, three of which are captioned. The Japanese cards are a mixture of color and black and white -- they depict several locales including Inland Sea (8), Shimizu (12), Mt. Fuji (10), Kobe (30), Ritsurin Koen in Takamatsu (12), Beppu (26), Japan with the Duke of Gloucester in 1929 (9 plus a free tram ride ticket), Tokyo (66), and 1923 earthquake damage in Yokohama and Tokyo (18). The West Indies cards depict Grenada (6 black & white) and Trinidad (19 -- all but a couple in color). The French cards are black and white and are of mostly coastal scenes in Cannes, Nice, Villefranche-sur-Mer, Beaulieu, Monte-Carlo, Antibes, and Menton. [85546] $375

476. [Postcards]. 40 Real Photo Postcards from the Philippines. Undated but probably 1920s or a bit earlier. Unused. Usual size (14 x 9cm.). A couple of black paper remnants on back of each postcard indicating that these were removed from an album or scrapbook. Also included are five smaller photos (about 6 x 10cm.) of soldiers identified briefly by captions in image. Only four postcards have captions: "141A. Hospital Stotsenburg P. I.;" Batt. "D" to Quarters;" "View showing Post Exchange and Artillery Qtrs.;" and [too faded to be certain but probably] "Barracks Camp Gregg." The Camp Gregg postcard and a few others are faded but the rest are clear and distinct with very good or better detail. A number of the photos are of wives and children. There are no scenes of military damage. $375

477. [Postcards]. 41 Unused Black and White Postcards of Scenes and Famous Buildings in Korea under Japanese Rule. [Seoul?]: n.d. [1930s or earlier]. Normal-sized (9 x 14cm.). Consists mostly of postcards from Japanese or Korean makers of Commercial postcards. One batch of 11 is in an envelope titled in English ("Many Kinds of Picture Cards & Korean Products Just Fit for Present or Souvenir") and sold by Umiichi & Co. in Keijo [Seoul]. Another batch are in an envelope with a man, wearing spectacles and a small-crowned top hat. leaning over the text. The envelopes may initially have contained more. The rest of the cards are loose. Cards are captioned in some combination of English, Korean and Japanese. Several of the loose cards seem to emphasize the quaint backwardness of Koreans; one features a semi-nude woman with the English caption of "To Chang [sic] Ones Clothes." [85443] $375

478. [Postcards]. Tsingtao Booklet Containing 12 Unused Postcards. Undated [probably WWI or earlier]. Unused. Usual size (about 14 x 9cm.). Cards perforated along left side for easy removal. Black and white photographic images reproduced on cards. Brief captions. No motorized vehicles in any of the photos -- some horse drawn vehicles are visible. [85440] $150


484. Pyun, Y. T. **Tales from Korea.** n.p.: (c. 1934). ills, 200p. Softcover in original wrapper. Tied oriental-style and printed on double leaves. 19cm. Some cover wear and spotting. Former owner's name. Printing is light or slightly indistinct on many pages. Good. **Korean folktales. The Introduction by H. H. Underwood is dated April 1935. There were several post-WWII editions; this rather poorly printed edition appears to be the only pre-WWII edition.** [83805] $125


494. Reid, Anthony. *Perceptions of the Past in Southeast Asia*. Singapore: Published for the Asian Studies Association of Australia by Heinemann Educational Books (Asia), (c. 1979). 1st ed. 3 maps, tables, index, xvi, 436p. Original maroon hardcover binding. dj. 23cm. Relatively minor rubbing at extremities. Edited by Anthony Reid (who has SIGNED this copy on the title-page) and David Marr. ASAA Southeast Asia Publications Series, No. 4. [83196] $175

495. Rey, Charles. *Dictionnaire Chinois-Francais, Dialecte Hac-ka" Precede de Quelques Notions et Exercices sur les Tons*. Hongkong: Imprimerie de la Societe des Missions Etrangeres, 1901. xxxix, 360, 79*p. Old ½ leather. 22cm. Binding badly worn. Both covers detached and then re-attached with old yellowed reinforced tape some of which has now come off, leaving yellowed marks where it had been. Contents reasonably sound. Poor. [85485] $100

496. Ribeyro, Joao. *Histoire de l’Isle de Ceylan, Ecrite par le Capitaine J. Ribeyro, & Presentee au Roi de Portugal en 1685. Traduite du Portugais par Monsr. L’Abbe' Le Grand*. Amsterdam: Chez J. L. Delorme, 1701. 1st French ed. large folding map of Ceylon, 7 small folding plates, [24], 352p. Old leather, rebacked (probably in the 19th century). 16cm. Title label on later backstrip has two poorly-aligned lines of type ("L’Histoire de Ceylan"). Text edges sprinkled in red. Upper right corner chipped on first few leaves. Contents sound and clean with only minor foxing and one small brown spot. French text. Captain Ribeiro fought in Ceylon as Portugal was losing control of the island. This abridged French translation was the first publication of his account. The original Portuguese version was not published until 1836. [82792] $950


499. Robb, A. F. *Wishing for You All a Happy New Year*. [Pyengyang?]: January, 1935, 1935. Small softcover four-page leaflet. 14cm. Uneven browning and light wear. Robb and his wife served as Canadian Presbyterian missionaries in Korea for over thirty years in the first part of the 20th century. This little item recommends five practices to attain and maintain the Christian life. It makes no mention of Korean missionary efforts but is signed in type: "Yours in the fellowship of the Pyengyang Foreign Church, A. F. Robb." Good. [83529] $85

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher, Year</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>504</td>
<td>Trails to Inmost Asia: Five Years of Exploration with the Roerich Central Asian Expedition</td>
<td>Roerich, George Nicholas</td>
<td>New Haven: Yale University Press, 1931.</td>
<td>1st ed. frontis, photos, folding map, index, xx, 504p</td>
<td>Original green cloth. 24cm. Backstrip faded (and streaked). Dampstaining on cover edges.</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>506</td>
<td>Heart of Asia</td>
<td>Roerich, Nikolai Konstantinovich</td>
<td>New York: Roerich Museum Press, 1930.</td>
<td>171p. dj. 19cm. Jacket chipped and rather worn (including some marks from old tape reinforcement).</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
511. Roy, Rammohun, Raja, 1772?-1833. *The Precepts of Jesus, the Guide to Peace and Happiness, Extracted from the Books of the New Testament Ascribed to the Four Evangelists, To Which Are Added, the First and Second Appeal to the Christian Public, in Reply to the Statements of Dr. Marshman, of Serampore.* New York: B. Bates, 1825. frontis, [24 oddly-numbered and unnumbered preliminary pages], [1], [2]-318p. Old gray paper-covered boards backed in muslin cloth. 24cm. Covers intact but quite heavily rubbed and a bit rounded at corners. Remnants of original title-label still present. Backstrip splitting along front joint. Contents browned and moderately foxed but otherwise reasonably sound. Good. *Rammohun Roy was an important figure in the Bengali Renaissance in India and is credited with helping to discourage the practice of Sati which forced widows in some parts of India to sacrifice themselves upon their husband's funeral pyre. Much about Roy's life, writings, and connections with Christian missionaries remains murky and a bit controversial.* [85526] $150


531. [Scrapbook]. *Album of Menus, Programs, Labels, Tickets, Invitations, a Baseball Scorecard, and Other Bits of Ephemera from the Asian and Pacific Portions of Hannibal E. Hamlin's Oct. 1909-Feb. 1910 Clark's Cruise Around the World Cruise on the S. S. Cleveland*. All items pasted down, generally 1-2, and occasionally more, to a page on both sides of the 30 plain white pages. 10 of the 60 sides are unused. Faux 1/4 leather binding (approximately 25 x 31 cm.) seems less grand than one might expect. Hamlin, a son of Abraham Lincoln's first Vice President, served a Maine's Attorney General (1905-1908). His signature, dated April 1910, is written inside the front cover and also appears on a few of the tickets and invitations. He apparently didn't save an awful lot from what must have been a mountain of ephemera from this cruise. There are 16 menus, the three largest of which are from Tokyo's Grand Hotel. Eight pages have typed renditions of poems by unknown authors, presumably Hamlin or fellow passengers, about the Cleveland and their World Cruise. Two tickets carry room assignments (Room 293 at Shepheard's in Cairo and 435 at the Taj Mahal Hotel in Bombay. There are several other tickets, with similar typography for luncheons, excursions, etc. A printed invitation from the Governor General of the Philippines invites members of The Clark's Tour Party to a reception. A small, somewhat worn leaflet from the Philippines is titled "Bureau of Prisons." The unused baseball scorecard is for a game between the 12th and 20th Infantry on one side and Manila and the 5th Field Artillery on the other. Japanese ephemera includes, in addition to menus: (1) a booklet about Nagasaki; (2) Welcome to Kobe from Heizayemon Murata; (3) A Brief History of Osaka Castle plus a worn folding diagram of the stone walls of that castle; (3) a program of Geisha Dances at the Miyako Hotel; and (4) a small colorful folded card promoting Samurai Shokai. Hawaiian items include: (1) a program of Hawaiian Surfing Sports by the Outrigger Canoe Club; and (2) a folded leaflet listing the churches of Honolulu and Special Services for Dr. Clark and His Party. [85578] $850


533. Second Anniversary 24 May 1946 U.S.S. Mount Olympus Shanghai, China. [cover title], n.p.: (1946?). 9 text leaves plus cover (includes 1-page chronological list of the ship from late May 1944 through its arrival in Shanghai in 1946 followed by 8-pages of uncaptioned, rather poorly reproduced photos). Leaves printed on one side. Softcover (stapled wrapper). Oblong (27 x 14 cm.). Minor cover soil. [84691] $50


539. Sheepshanks, John, **Bp. of Norwich, 1834-1912. My Life in Mongolia and Siberia: From the Great Wall of China to the Ural Mountains.** London: SPCK, 1903. frontis, ills, 175p. Orig. blue cloth. 20cm. Moderate foxing on several pages at beginning and end of book. No jacket. *Has a chapter on Shahmanism (pp. 131-159). Sheepshanks appears to have made this journey in the mid-1860s.* [83861] $150


548. Silva Rego, Antonio da, compiler. Documentacao para e Historia das Missoes de Padroado Portugues. Lisboa: Divisao de Publicacoes e Biblioteca Agencia Geral das Colonias, 1947-1958. 12 vols. Contemporary dark cloth. 24cm. Dates covered inked in white on backstrips of several of the volumes. Good. No Jackets. Portuguese text. Documents from 1499 to 1582. These volumes are listed individually in OCLC with the title of each simply the dates covered in that volume (e.g.: 1551-1554) with our longer title treated as a series title. $450


560. *Souvenir Album of Tokyo.* [Tokyo?]: Okamoto(?), n.d. [early twentieth century]. 29 captioned colored views printed from photographic images including a folding view ("The View of Tokyo City (from Atagohill) Tokyo"). Softcover in original wrapper with a traditional scene from a Japanese print on the front cover. Oblong (20 x 13cm.). Purple oval rubber stamp inside back cover: Photographer Okamoto 3 Yurakucho, Sanchome, Kojimachi-ki, Tokyo. No automobiles in any of the scenes although electric trams or tram tracks do appear in five of the views. Tokyo's first electric railways began operating in 1903 so we would guess that this View Book was published within a few years of that date. [85449] $100


563. St. John, Horace, 1832-1888. The Indian Archipelago: Its History and Present State. London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1853. 1st ed. 2 vols. xxxix, 393, xxvii, 359p. Old (contemporary?) 1/2 leather. 20cm. Cover heavily scuffed and worn. Front cover detached on Vol. II; joints splitting and showing amateur attempts to reglue them on Vol. I. Contents age-toned but otherwise sound and clean. Fair. Bookplate of James Douglas, the founder of Phelps Dodge -- his bookplate includes the Douglas clan motto "jamais arriere" above a four-spoked wheel containing "History Science Literature Theology." Indonesia, Philippines and portions of modern Malaysia. Includes several chapters on piracy within the archipelago and several other chapters on James Brooke, the improbable Rajah of Sarawak. [85523]  $200


568. Surjodiningrat, R. M. Wasisto. Gamelan Dance and Wayang in Jogjakarta. Jogjakarta: Gadjah Mada University Press,, 1971. [2nd ed.]. photos (rather grainy), vi, 80p. Softcover in original wrapper. 22cm. Former owner's pencil notes at several, mostly-blank, places. This copy belonged to Ernest L. Newton of the Anthropology Dept. at the Field Museum in Chicago which for many decades was the only place in the U.S.A. with a Gamelan troupe. [83110]  $49

569. Suzuki, Beatrice Erskine Lane. Impressions of Mahayana Buddhism. Kyoto: Eastern Buddhist Society; London: Luzac, 1940. 2 portraits (including frontis), x, 249p. Orig. green cloth. 22cm. Cover frayed at corner tips and slightly warped. No jacket. Edited by her husband (Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki) after her death in 1939. [82938]  $48
*Culture.* Kyoto: Eastern Buddhist Society, (1938). frontis, ills, photos, index, xii, 
288p. Original tan cloth. dj. 22cm. *The Ataka Buddhist Library, IX.* [84346] $125

571. Suzuki, Hisashi. *Zojoji Tokugawa shogun haka to sono ihin itai = Studies on the* 
*Graves, Coffin Contents, and Skeletal Remains of the Tokugawa Shoguns and* 
errata sheet (laid in), x, 438, xli( p.) plus 102 pages of plates Hardcover. Clear acetate 
jacket. Card slipcase. Fine. Typed slip laid in SIGNED by Suzuki presenting this item 
to a Harvard professor. Japanese text; English summary at end. [81917] $300

572. Suzuki, Teitaro, *translator.* *Acvaghosha's Discourse on the Awakening of Faith in* 
*the Mahayana. Translated for the First Time from the Chinese Version by* 
Brown cloth. 20cm. Leaves slightly browned. No jacket. [84322] $85

573. Swift, Henry. *A Study of the Iloco Language: Based Mainly on the Iloco Grammar* 
of P. Jose Naves ... Washington: War Dept., Office of the Chief of Staff, 1909. index, 
Good. No jacket (probably never had one). Typed Letter, signed by Swift tipped in 
presenting this book to Berkeley Divinity School, the Connecticut Seminary from 
which he had graduated. *A language of the Philippines.* [82873] $175

*Architecture.* Austin: University of Texas Press, (c. 1991). frontis, photos, index, 
xxiv, 264p. Original green cloth. dj. 28cm. Fine. SIGNED on half-title by both 
authors. [83293] $160

7 maps (1 folding), photos (12 pages), 3, 2, 292p. Original pictorial boards. dj. 21cm. 
Jacket has several edge chips and some browning. Text browned and somewhat brittle. 
Good. Japanese text. Title translates as "Science Trip to the South." *Tada, a Japanese* 
*scientist and a Lieutenant-General, provides an account of his science-oriented visit* 
to new Japanese possessions in Southeast Asia (Malay Peninsula, Burma, Dutch East 
Indies, the Philippines and perhaps elsewhere). He concluded that the Dutch East 
Indies was the most advanced in science and made recommendations as to how Japan should rule these new possessions and interact with the local 
inhabitants. [82727] $375

Harvard University Press, 1983. 1st ed. 2 maps, index, xii, 220p. Original gray cloth, 
dj. 24cm. Fine. SIGNED ("by "Tam Tai") on title-page. [82740] $125

577. Takagi, T. *Girls' Pastimes in Japan.* Kobe: The Tamamura, Photographic Studio & Art 
Gallery, n.d. [1910]. 24 colored photos, printed on one side of leaves. Captions printed 
beneath each photo. Tissue guards present. Title-page and front cover may be hand 
colored. Tied cloth (silk) covers. Original tassels present. Oblong (26 x 18cm.). *Takagi* 
*identified as the proprietor of the publisher.* [85288] $450

578. Tanahashi, Kazuaki, *editor.* *Moon in a Dewdrop: Writings of Zen Master Dogen.* 
Original blue cloth. dj. 24cm. Fine. *Eihei Dogen (1200-1253) founded the Soto School* 
*of Zen.* [82946] $85
579. Tanco Armero, Nicolas, 1830-1890. Viaje de Nueva Granada a China y de China a Francia. Paris: Imprenta de Simon Racon y Comp., 1861. 1st ed. 1, 568p. Contemporary quarterbinding. 23cm. Scuffing. Extremities rubbed. Light to moderate foxing. Old library stamp on title-page and last page of Indice. Good. Spanish text. Armero, a member of a prominent Colombian family, traveled to China after spending a few years in Cuba and becoming interested in the notorious "coolie trade" (importing Asian men, often against their will, to labor under horrific conditions in the Americas). He traveled to China in 1855 via the United States, France and Egypt and spent the next three years in Southern China observing their customs and also dispatching several shiploads of Chinese workers to the New World. He devotes almost fifty pages to his visit to the Holy Land but has little else to say about his return trip to France. Armero remained heavily, and profitably, involved in the "coolie trade" for more than a decade after he made this trip. [85496] $850


583. Teichman, Eric, 1884-1944. Travels of a Consular Officer in Eastern Tibet together with a History of the Relations Between China, Tibet and India. London: Cambridge, 1922. 1st ed. photos, 7 sketch maps and a large folding map (the latter in a cover pocket), index, maps, xxiii, 248p. Green cloth, recently rebacked with almost all of original backstrip mounted. 24cm. A few white spots (discoloration?) on front and back cover. Good. [84549] $750


596. U.S.S Arcturus. "The Trying Times" Friday Edition (Nov. 2, 1945). 4 pages on two leaves, stapled in upper left corner. Substantial staining along later folds on both leaves. Wrinkling. Fair. Shipboard publication for a WWII Arcturus-class attack cargo ship. This issue consists entirely of national (USA) and international news -- no shipboard content. The lead paragraph reports on the undeclared civil war along the Manchurian border between the Communists and the Nationalist Forces loyal to Chiang Kai-shek. At this time the USS Arcturus was busy delivering troops and equipment to China -- perhaps to aid the Nationalist Forces. [85439] $45
597. **Ukiyoye Hanga Seisui: Selected Gems of Ukiyoye Prints.** Kyoto: Z. Matsuki, 1925. 3 vols. 192 plates, 27cm. Tied oriental-style silk wrappers. Contents double-leaved. Printed list of plates at front of each volume followed by the black & white plates. Former owner's address label in each volume; otherwise almost as new with some fraying along edges. Housed in the original somewhat worn chitsu box, lacking pegged ties. [85269] $125


605. United States. War Department. General Staff. *Reports of Military Observers Attached to the Armies in Manchuria during the Russo-Japanese War*. Parts I-III only. Washington: GPO, 1906. 3 (of 5) separately paginated Parts now bound together in a single volume. photos, ills and maps (some folding), 284, 209, 241p. Serviceable green buckram. Original wrappers bound in, 23cm. A couple of the maps are loose -- some were probably "pocket" maps as originally bound but there are no cover pockets in this single rebound volume. We found no plate lists and don't know for sure whether all of the maps, charts, diagrams, photos and ills are present. Part I has 2 photos (versos blank) and 14 folding maps, charts and diagrams, seven of which constitute the seven sheets of the general map of Manchuria (originally found in a cover pocket). Part II has 12 photos printed on 7 sheets (versos blank) plus a folding map facing page [5] (this map actually appears to have been issued in Part IV (in a cover pocket). Part 3 has 16 numbered plates (diagrams, charts and maps, some of which are folding) plus 37 leaves (versos blank) of photos printed 2 to a page. Fair. [85528] $200


609. Varona, Francisco. *Negros – Its History and People*. n.p: [1965]. Photocopies of the 80 installments (plus a Prologue) of this translation by Raul S. Locsixin of Varona's 1938 work on the island of Negros. Blue binding with a former owner's name imprinted in gilt in lower corner of front cover. 36cm. Cover warping. No Jacket. The photocopies are a bit grainy but quite readable. *Reference is made to publication of this translation in book form -- perhaps this grainy production is it -- but we found no holdings of such an item or of the original 1938 Spanish language edition in OCLC.* [84284] $150

611. _____ SAME. Moderate cover soiling as well as some cover fading (mostly around edges). No jacket. Copy No. 433 of the same edition. [83311] $60


616. Volga Russian Restaurant Intime, Lahore: Season 1943-44. [cover title]. Lahore: [Printed by] The Civil & Military Gazette, (1944). ills, (12)p. Original gray wrapper. Oblong (19 x 26cm.). Vertical crease. Mostly devoted to promoting this restaurant with some humor, a list of some of the songs which could be played by Dr. Jazz, etc. [84671] $50


626. Wei, Francis C. M. [Wei Cho-min]. *Contemporary Typed Copy of a Letter sent to Bishop Alfred A. Gilman. Dated Jan. 7, 1927*. Three pages. 3 pages. Thin typing paper. 22 x 28cm. Chipped and rather ragged around edges, but with no loss of text. Top half of first page browned. Fair. *Wei writes to report on the financial difficulties at the Central China University and the precarious political situation. In the next to the last paragraph, he writes: "If friends in America talk about the church keeping away from politics, please remind them that the Kuo Ming Tang is not a political party, but a revolutionary movement... Revolution will tolerate no opposition. Hence if we are not with it, we are done for. It takes the greatest church statesmanship to steer us through this period of perplexities. The Kuo Ming Tang has its doubtful features but I believe in giving it a fair chance. You may find me in it soon, and as you know it takes some persuasion to get me into any politics."* [85291] $125


631. White, George Francis, 1808-1898. Views in India, Chiefly among the Himalaya Mountains. London: Fisher, Son, and Co., 1838. vignette on 2nd title, 29 steel engraved plates (including frontis), x, [11]-84p. plus 4p. publisher's adverts. at end. Worn contemporary leather. 34cm. Backstrip rather crudely replaced with black binder's tape. Fore-edge chipped on main title-leaf. Hinges reinforced with old tape which has yellowed and damaged the nearby endpapers. Ball point ink markings on plate list where someone identified which of the prints are by J. M. W. Turner; contents otherwise sound and clean. Good. Fore and top edges gilt. [85563] $300


633. Wiegner, Leon, editor and translator. Textes Historiques: Histoire Politique de la Chine depuis l'Origine, jusqu'en 1912. [Xian Xian]: Imprimerie de Hien-Hien, 1922-1923. 2nd ed. 2 vols. folding maps (on 21 sheets), index, 916, [917]-1875p. plus [1]p. list of works by Wiegner. Contemp. black cloth. 25cm. No jackets. Chinese text & French translation in separate columns. Wiegner was an important Jesuit sinologist. OCLC entries list this set as having 2103 pages (rather than 1875) along with our 25 maps but we are unable to find anything missing. [84927] $850


635. Wilder, Robert P. Christian Service among Educated Bengalese. Lahore: Civil and Military Gazette Press, 1895. [1st ed.]. vi, 76p. Original green cloth; titling in black on front cover. 16cm. Minor cover wear and spotting. Foxing on endpapers. Lightly browned. Wilder was a Protestant missionary and a graduate of Princeton University and Union Theological Seminary. [81869] $175


643. Yazdani, G. Mandu: The City of Joy. Oxford: University Press, 1929. frontis, photos and ills, index, xii, 131p. Original black cloth. 19cm. No jacket. Inscribed by the Dewar and President of the Council of Administration of Dhar State on October 12, 1936. The signature appears to be R. Nadkar" This is probably Rao Bahadur K. Nadkar, the Dewar [or Diwan] who is described in the book's preface as having played an important role in the arrangements for Yazdani's archaeological work at Mandu. [84926] $85


646. Younghusband, Francis. India and Tibet: A History of the Relations which have Subsisted between the Two Countries from the Time of Warren Hastings to 1910; with a Particular Account of the Mission to Lhasa of 1904. London: John Murray, 1910. frontis, photos, 2 folding maps, xvi, 455p. plus 8p. publisher's adverts. Original green cloth. 23cm. Ends of backstrip and corner tips rubbed (some fraying). Backstrip appears to have been pasted down. No jacket. [84608] $275
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